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data center market
CloudMoyo implements Snowflake integration with Microsoft Azure platform at Terracon for advanced analytics,
AI, and machine learning readiness.

advanced data warehouse design from
Altair (Nasdaq: ALTR), a global technology company providing solutions in simulation, high-performance
computing (HPC), and

cloudmoyo enables data and infrastructure readiness for advanced analytics and ai/ml applications at
terracon
Critical Data and Communications Even in Most Sophisticated Hacking AttacksIRVINE, Calif.--(BUSINESS WIRE)-After three years of intensive research and development, XSOC CORP has emerged from stealth

altair one cloud platform delivers most advanced environment for collaborative, data-driven design and
development
More supply chain executives are now implementing warehouse visibility systems to complement their analytics
data.

xsoc corp emerges from stealth and launches four foundational patent pending cryptographic systems
built to secure critical data today and long into t
The Digital Manufacturing Centre (DMC) will be the first business to officially adopt Renishaw’s revolutionary
manufacturing connectivity and data platform.

more supply chain executives are implementing warehouse visibility systems to complement analytics
data
Our panel offers the next steps that logistics operations need to take in order to keep pace with the technology
implementation necessary for success in the new world.

dmc to pioneer renishaw central data platform
Octopai, the leader in metadata management automation, announced today that they are introducing Data
Lineage XD, taking data lineage to the next level by providing the first advanced,

2021 technology roundtable: advanced solutions for continued recovery
The role of data engineers has become crucial in generating insights in order to make informed business
decisions.

octopai introduces data lineage xd, first solution on the market to provide advanced, multidimensional
views of data lineage
Keysight Technologies, Inc. (NYSE: KEYS), a leading technology company that delivers advanced design and
validation solutions to help accelerate innovation to connect and secure the world, announced a

is there more dearth of data engineers than data scientists
Given the rise of low-code software platforms, it is perhaps natural to expect enterprise data itself to be given an
automation boost.

keysight unveils comprehensive design and test workflow for next-generation memory designs
VA is requesting information from vendors that can help the agency design, integrate, and support data-driven
EHR integrations.

low-code’s next tier, appian automates enterprise data
Actian, a leader in hybrid cloud data analytics, today announced the immediate availability of its Avalanche hybrid
cloud data warehouse on the Google Cloud Marketplace. Organizations can now use the

va seeks vendor feedback on data-driven ehr integrations
In the first of a series of warehouse safety articles, Continental addresses the role that forklift truck tyres play in
maintaining a safe warehouse.

actian powers journey to google cloud with availability of avalanche™ cloud data warehouse
Made.com has announced it will expand its UK warehouse logistics operations with the development of an
additional 350,000sq ft warehouse at DP World’s London Gateway Logistics Park in Tilbury. The

tyre safety in the warehouse
Genentech, a member of the Roche Group (SIX: RO, ROG; OTCQX: RHHBY), today announced that new data from
clinical trials of 19 approved and investigati

made.com expands uk warehouse space to “grow business sustainably”
With go-live scheduled for November 2023, TGW is supplying a highly automated fulfillment solution for omnichannel operations
levi strauss & co. appoints tgw to design and implement european distribution center
The TiM150 is one of SICK’s compact 2D lidar sensors, with applications including bin picking verification.
Source: SICK Sensor Intelligence. Among the most familiar i

genentech to present data from one of the most comprehensive oncology portfolios at the 2021 asco
annual meeting showcasing advancements for people living with cancer
Data from the first positive Phase III study of a cancer immunotherapy in early, resected lung cancer —— Studies
in personalized healthcare exploring tumor agnostic treatments that demonstrate the

'sensorized' lidar approach reduces barriers to warehouse integration
TerraScale Inc. shareholders and iQ International (FRA: IQL) yesterday announced that they have entered into
definitive Share

genentech to present data from one of the most com…
Unified environment eliminates boundaries for engineers, designers, data specialists, and IT professionals TROY,
Mich., May 10, 2021 /PRNewswire/ -- Altair (Nasdaq: ALTR), a global technology

terrascale and iq international sign definitive share exchange agreements to revolutionize the green

altair engineering one cloud platform delivers most advanced environment for collaborative, data-
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driven design and development
New 4D Scale Multidimensional Scaling System Launch Simplifies Warehouse Management for eCommerce
Merchants. Sellercloud, a mult

communications’ axis site designer
Fitbit launched Fitbit Luxe™ a new fashion-forward fitness and wellness tracker designed to help you take a more
holistic approach to your health and wellness. Luxe offers the motivation and support

new 4d scale multidimensional scaling system launch simplifies warehouse management for
ecommerce merchants
As the volume of data keeps increasing, so is the investment from business owners that see tremendous potential
in data analytics and wish to leverage it to gain a competitive advantage. Today, the

fitbit announces luxe, a fashion-forward tracker
German sportswear giant Adidas has unveiled a data-driven 3D printed performance running midsole designed
to compress forward upon vertical impact, providing runners with an all-new experience.
adidas harnesses data for 3d printed midsole
Surface Analyst 5001 Testing PCB This is an image of the Surface Analyst 5001 testing a printed circuit board
device. Surface Analyst 5001 measuring a medical device catheter Medical device

key reasons why business owners are investing in data analytics
Getac has today announced the launch of its next-generation K120 fully rugged tablet, for mobile field
professionals working in

surface analyst™ 5001 and iot drive zero defect manufacturing — btg lab’s smart data solution
Arlo Technologies, Inc. , a leading smart home security brand, today announced it has been awarded three 2021
Red Dot Design Awards highlighting its Essential Wireless Video Doorbell, Essential

getac's next generation k120 fully-rugged tablet combines advanced versatility with superior
performance for optimal productivity in the field
According to a recent wide-ranging article on data security in Computer Weekly: “physical security is key to
maintaining the resilience and effectiveness of data centres… businesses

arlo wins three 2021 red dot design awards
Delinquent rent in Chicago could now exceed $1B, according to a survey released last week by the Neighborhood
Building Owners Alliance, a group of small and midsized Chicago landlords. The high level

protecting data centres and servers with better physical security with assa abloy's locks
Advanced Energy's (AEIS) first-quarter results reflect gains from a strong momentum across semiconductor
equipment end market.

this week's chicago deal sheet
Verana Health, a healthcare technology and analytics innovator transforming multi-specialty clinical data into
real-world evidence, today unveiled ground-breaking research during the 2021 Association

advanced energy (aeis) q1 earnings & revenues beat, rise y/y
Data from the first positive Phase III study of a cancer immunotherapy in early, resected lung cancer —— Studies
in personalized healthcare exploring tumor agnostic treatments that demonstrate the

verana health leads first-of-its-kind study demonstrating promise of real-world data in ophthalmic
clinical development
The U.S. Treasury has finally unveiled long-awaited guidance on how Nevada, other states and large
municipalities can spend the $350 billion in COVID funding allocated through the federal American

genentech to present data from one of the most comprehensive oncology portfolios at the 2021 asco
annual meeting showcasing advancements for people li
IBM (NYSE: IBM) today announced major innovations across its storage portfolio designed to improve the access
to, and management of, data across increasingly complex hybrid cloud environments for

nevada finally receives u.s. treasury spending guidance for billions in coming federal aid
BeiGene, Ltd. (NASDAQ: BGNE; HKEX: 06160), a global biotechnology company focused on developing and
commercializing innovative medicines worldwide, today announced that its PARP inhibitor pamiparib

ibm launches advanced storage solutions designed to simplify data accessibility & availability across
hybrid clouds
The University of Edinburgh is launching an updated range of short courses, aimed at helping people develop the
data skills that have been identified as vital for economic recovery, following the

china nmpa approves parp inhibitor pamiparib for patients with previously treated advanced ovarian
cancer
Single booster dose of 50 µg of mRNA-1273 or mRNA-1273.351 increased neutralizing titers against SARS-CoV-2
and two variants of concern (B.1.351, P.1) in previously vaccinated clinical trial

university of edinburgh programme to address national data skills shortage
Two renowned systems integrators have improved their ability to more effectively specify and design advanced
physical security systems, using the dedicated tool, AXIS Site Designer.AXIS
southern fire & security and acctive systems enhance security systems design with axis
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